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Single- and Multi-channel 

Speech Enhancement System  

Real-world environments are always contain stationary and/or 

time-varying noises that are received together with speech signals 

by recording devices. The received noises inevitably degrade the 

performance of human--human and human--machine interfaces, 

and this issue has attracted significant attention over the years. To 

address this issue, an important front-end speech process, namely 

speech enhancement, which extracts clean components from noisy 

input, can improve the voice quality and intelligibility of noise-

deteriorated clean speech. These speech-enhancement systems 

can be split into two categories in terms of the physical configura-

tions: single- and multi-channels. For single-channel-based speech 

enhancement systems, the speech waveform was recorded essen-

tially from an microphone, and then enhanced through the en-

hancement system, which is derived based on the temporal infor-

mation of the input. Multiple microphones are used to record the 

input speech in a multi-channel-based speech enhancement sys-

tem. The system is designed by simultaneously exploiting the spa-

tial diversity and temporal structures of received signals. In this 

talk, we present our recent research achievements using machine 

learning and signal processing on improving speech perception 

abilities for both configurations. 
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